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About This Game

Granado Espada is about discovering new continents during Europe’s Age of Exploration era between the 1500s and 1700's.
The Multi character control (MCC) is the most unique feature of the game, allowing players to control a party of up to three

characters at a time. The approach to this style of game play makes Granado Espada feel like a hybrid MMORPG and RTS.

Granada Espada's automatic hunting system called ‘Keep Mode’ is a function in the game that players seem to respond to
positively. Players can grow their characters and family without the "grind" most MMO's are notorious for.

There are over 100 characters to add to your party of three to control in each battle. This is where the strategy mechanic comes
into play, as each battle, monster or dungeon requires a particular mix of characters to successfully defeat each challenge.
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Title: GRANADO ESPADA
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
HANBITSOFT, INC., IMC GAMES CO.,LTD.
Publisher:
REDBANA CORPORATION
Release Date: 10 Jul, 2007

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 3.0 GHz equivalent or above

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® 6600 GT or ATI/AMD RadeonTMX1600 Pro 256MB equivalent or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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First time I closed the game since I bought it 11.1 hrs ago.. I'm only 20 minutes into this game but I have so far played about 6
or 7 minutes of gameplay. On my current low-end laptop (which can run The Witness, Hollow Knight, almost all 2D Indie game
with ease), there are achingly long load times. Unfortunately these are also placed in between the short cutscenes, meaning you
end up waiting through a long load time to see a 30 or 40 second cutscene, and then go back into a long load time.

This game is full of charm, and I will probably come back to it when I upgrade my machine. The small glimpse of the time-
bending mechanic I have managed to see is well implemented, in terms of aesthetic and sound design, and I imagine the
developers have done interesting things with it. Unfortunately, some of the game's sound effects are horribly compressed which
really takes away from the great voice acting. The music seems well written, but the sound is unbalanced so it gets washed out
by the crunchy sound effects.

So far, this game does a lot in the right direction: The mechanics seem well thought out, the writing and voice acting is solid and
the main character seems charismatic. For every good thing, however, there seems to be a drawback that really does take away
from the game experience as a whole. We'll have to see how it pans out when I get an upgrade but for now, it's a no from me =/.
This is a creepy little game where you need to make your way through a maze-like house. It has moderate scares which I enjoy
as I'm not too thrilled about overly scary games. Overall, I find this game enjoyable, although on the shorter side.. Cosy little
game with cool background tunes, only thing i wish for though is Workshop support to be able to create your own maps :). For
the people not fully understanding what this is, it's simply a digital sound looper and mixer with some built in sounds.

Sadly, I think you're better off looking into free ones on the android store. Look for "relaxation sounds" or "mood sounds". The
one I use is called Relax Melodies.

This one has a few good sounds, but most are unrelated to relaxation and, to be frank, are quite obnoxious. The UI is about as
advanced as my middle-school web design and the sliders for pitch and speed simply don't work properly- and even if they did,
they don't really have a place in the design, as it just warps sounds to the point of irritation. Is this for making music or for
relaxing sounds? Pick one and stick to it, or seperate the two and have two projects.

I will not be refunding as I see the potential this has (just look at how popular rainymood is) and I would like to see where it
goes.

For the developer:
I think you need to invest in some quality nature sounds and incorporate good, faded loops.

Improve on the UI by utilizing drag and drop and let us link things in a chain to create a type of playlist; multiple chains playing
consecutively and looping at different times would produce a more natural sounding experience.

Add a tutorial for people just opening it (I understand HELP is there, but it just feels cheap).

Setting up some pre-made saves would help show off what you can actually do with your software, too. You could have one of
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them present on the screen when you open the software for the first time. Edit: The intro music, if you leave it at the title
screen, is a good example of something that should be on the board when you first enter the software.. Great DLC, keep'em
coming!. great game. Took me 5 hours to unlock expert mode. really fun for a couple of hours. I Bought this game for my
friend and me. We tried multiplayer and it never works and there is no other people online. I Tried to request a refund for this
game but Valve Declined it. Even through I didn't follow the 14 days of purchase thing. But I barley put any time into this and I
refund a refund for this.. If you're a fan of Football Manager, Eastside Hockey Manager, Out of the Park Baseball, or any other
text-based sim game... this is one of the best. It's very deep and there's just so many options. Total Extreme Wrestling does not
have the WWE licence, but you can get mods all over the web, including from Grey Dog software's official forums.

In this game, you take on the role of the head booker (or owner, I believe) in a wrestling company. You look after PPVs, TV,
production, contracts, employees, etc, etc, etc. It's your show and you need to get to the #1 company in the world (or stay there
if you pick the best).

There is a newer version of this game, which is even better, but double the price and not available on Steam. I hope it comes to
Steam soon because it improves on the already fantastic game of Total Extreme Wrestling 2010.. I didn't expect it to be a long
VR experience, but this is incredibly short and pretty anticlimactic. Could have had something good there. Oh well, at least it
was free.
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This game is actually just peer♥♥♥♥♥♥
They killed it. Even if you're a fan of the setting, the technical shortcomings of this game are too much of a burden imo..
\udb40\udc21. You get what you pay for.
a fun but limited deathmatch game that has no one playing online

the bots you play against are way too easy and they cheat like crazy. unlimited boost, they tailgate you forever while airbraking.
they dont stall but you do.
 they are way too easy, very repetitive and only become dangerous in groups
(even on the hardest setting)

it could use better controller support,
allthough it works well enough using one.
the way they work make menu choices slow and tedious.
instead of jumping through the options,
a controller gives you a slow moving arrow as you use a mouse.
ingame they work well enough

the multiplayer part is dead, no one online

i give it a 6\/10 overall.
would be more if there actually was anyone online.

it's ok for some mindless fun. Archimedes tries to make your feel like what is going on is real instead of just a game, and I have
to give the developers credit for trying something original. But the execution just doesn't do it for me. The conversations you
have in the chat window feel very forced: there are no choices (at least none that I encountered) and the writing varies between
bad and just OK. The thing that really bothered me was that the game starts asking you to use a real web browser to get
information to proceed in the game. I don't know why the decision was made to include something like that, but it seemed
intrusive and unpleasant to me.. Play this game for the warmup.
This may seem facetious, but it really doesn't fulfill its job as a counter strike clone; the real fun to be had is with generous (but
not overly so) supplies of cash and an infinite amount of time to fight over the battlefield. The game flows and reacts to your
actions in ways that are somewhat hypnotic and deeply satisfying. Stock up on molotovs to stop a push, pick up a missile
launcher to take care of a pesky bot, or strap on a semiautomatic and a belt full of flashes to push the advantage. Each life has a
distinct job, and that sense of purpose makes the game engaging. The bots aren't half bad, either, so you don't even have to have
friends to play it!. this game, ♥♥♥♥ who made it, ♥♥♥♥ who supported it. Its alright and neat when played on a device with a
touch screen. Feels a bit like Empire at War in space.. Possibly the best Total War style game i've ever played, really needs a
multiplayer element though, for now its more of a one time play through thing.
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